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Experimental results for elec-

tron cyclotron resonance (ECR) in a

longitudinally magnetized plasma wa-

veguide (LMG plasma column) are

shown In this paper as function of

em wave polarization launched into

the plasma. The results show the im-

portance of the mentioned polariza-

tions. The plasma electronic density

which supply и* the power transfer

effectiveness has a strong dependen-

ce with polarization. On the other

hand, we can notice a slip in the

RHCP wave (optimun polarization) to-

wards a right hand elliptically po-

larized wave depending on the work

pressure.which has a direct relatiort

ship with the collisional character

of the plasma.

Introduction

The absorption mechanism of em

waves by a plasma in a magnetic

field stand out as a very interes-

ting topic in Plasma Physics. In pa_r

ticular, the effectiveness of the

mentioned absorption L'enomena for a

IMG plasma has been proved by seve-

ral authors at high magnetic fields

[1J2,3]. In the case of ECR, w=w ,

C©

with w being the incident wave fre-

quency and w the plasma electron

cyclotron frequency, Me Vey et al.

)4,5) and Owens et al. )6) carried

out a wide study for ths electron

cyclotron damping. In these studies,

however, they do not take into

account the polarization of the em

wave and assume that a RHCP wave is

the most effectively absorbed. This

is true for unbounded plasmas, just

as we can see by the cold plasma

theory [7] • In the case of bounded

plasmas, however, which is the ofte—

nest case, under certain experimen-

tal conditions, not a RHCP wave but

a right hand elliptically polarized

wave the most effectively absorbed.

This, which has been predicted for

LMG plasmas (see Allis et al.), is

pointed through our experimental re-

sults.

Experimental Device and Results

The experimental device is sr'.i»- —

matically shown in Fig. 1. The plas-

ma was produced in a cylindrical

glass tube of internal diameter 5.5
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cm. and length 100 cm. The vessel is

located in a cylindrical waveguide
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Iic.l. Experimental device

of diameter 8 cm. EM waves (f = 2450

+ 50 MHz, P = O-гб kW) are launched

into the plasma along the static mag

netic field Bo by means of a circu-

tat waveguide. The source of em osci

Hatlons was a magnetron and the mi-

crowave power is sent to the polari-

zer through a circulator and a direc

tional coupler used to obtain infor-

mation of incident and reflected po-

wer. The polarizer is made up of a

turnstile junction [8| and it can be

used at the snme time as a transi-

tion from the rectangular to circu-

lar waveguide» The experiment was ca

ri'icd out in a homogeneous magnetic

field I!,, = II (^875 gauss).(See

Figure I). The base pressure in the
-6

vacuum chamber is in the 10 torr

range. The working gas in our expe-

riment was argon.

The plasma diagnosis has been ca-

rried out using double electrical

probes and an 8 nun microwave inter-

ferometer.

Figures 2 and 3 show us the

electronic density and temperature

versus polarization of incident wa-

ves. The power launched into the

IB lf
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Fig.2. Electronic density versus

polarization.
- 2Pressure (torr) : 05*10 ,

4ко"2, «ю"3, Aio"4

plasma is P= 1.3 kW and ll
o
 = 875 gaus

the magnetic field.

The experimental results show

that for working pressures < 10

torr the wave elliptically polarized
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Fig.3. Electronic tempera turn

versus polarization.
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is rnrif-f i*/r<;t'tivelу absorbed, with

the olectrir field moving found in

the saw direction as the electrons.

The RHCP wave shows a greater effec-

tiveness in the absorption as decrea

— 2
sing the work pressure (5.10 torr)

and increasing the plasma density as

if in unbounded plasmas.This grea-

ter absorption for an elliptically

wave and not for a RHCP wave is pre-

dicted by theory [ 7] and it is in a-

greement with field solution for a

filled plasma waveguide.This matter

is strongly related with collisioilal

character of plasma.

Since the degree of ionization

in the initial plasma is zero, prac-

tically all the energy absorbed is

for the gas ionization.Thus, N »

f(P. ) may be considered as a mea-
1ЛС

sure of wave absorption.
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